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Chairman's Preface
This is the last report of the Steering Committee, which has now handed over to the Inter-Agency
Committee with a wider membership.
The Committee was established to maintain a British impetus in the development of weather radar for
hydrological applications. Looking back over the 6 years that the Committee has been in existence, it is
clear that much progress has been achieved. Members of the committee have from time to time expressed
their concern at the rate of progress and expressed a wish to see greater funding of research. These
concerns led to a review of the committee and to its reincarnation as the Inter-Agency Committee.
I have been supported by an enthusiastic membership, dedicated to their beliefs in the role that weather
radar can play in improving flood forecasting and other aspects of river catchment and water management
for the benefit of the public at large. Nowhere is this more apparent than in the forecasting of flooding
when the devastating impacts of water in a home can be reduced by a few hours advance notice.
Vince Collinge was a very active member of the committee and had been a champion of weather radar
since the days of the Water Resources Board almost 30 years ago. His sudden and tragic illness was a
shock to us all. The committee will miss his contributions and wise counsel.
During the life of the committee, the radar network has expanded from England to cover all parts of the
United Kingdom, its output is now seen almost daily on BBC-TV weather forecasts and 9 out of the 10
NRA regions receive weather radar data round the clock for use in their flood warning systems. Members
of the committee have in a variety of different ways played their part in supporting and achieving progress
in these as well as in many other ways.
A particularly significant contribution has been the prominent role of many members in European
developments. Bob Moore from the Institute of Hydrology has coordinated applications and reporting for
a cooperative research programme with 6 partners in Europe under the auspices of the European
Community. The late Vince Collinge from the University of Lancaster chaired the working meetings of
the European research partners. Chairmanship of the COST 73 work to produce a European network was
undertaken by Chris Collier of the Meteorological Office.
Three major textbooks has been edited by committee members and a major international symposium was
organised almost single-handedly by Prof. Ian Cluckie at the University of Salford.
Members of the committee individually and cooperatively have achieved much during the life of the
committee and I thank them for their support during the 3 years that I have been its Chairman. Many,
but unfortunately not all, will continue to support the development of weather radar as members of the
new committee. Those who could not join the new committee will, I know, continue to further the cause
of weather radar in other ways.
Dr Peter D Walsh
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Introduction
This is the third and final report of the NERC Steering Committee on Hydrological Applications of
Weather Radar. The Committee was initiated in March 1986 by the Institute of Hydrology's Director,
then Dr I S G McCulloch, at the request of NERC's Chairman, then Mr H Fish. Dr I C Rodda served
as Chairman until 1988, when his departure from IH to WMO, left the position vacant. Dr P D Walsh,
NRA North West Region has served as Chairman since that time. The main aim of the committee was
to create a forum for the exchange of ideas on the hydrological use of weather radar in research, in
applications and for commercial exploitation. Appendix A provides the full terms of reference of the
Committee and Appendix B gives details of its Membership.
The period under review has seen further expansion of the UK radar network, beginning with the official
opening of the Dyfedd radar in south west Wales in September 1989. October 1990heralded the release
of the FRONTIERS national radar rainfall forecasting product on a trial basis to the North West and
Thames regions of the -National Rivers Authority. Three new radars serving Scotland are to become
operational in December 1991. On the horizon, for 1992, is the first UK operational Doppler radar at
Cobbacombe, near Tiverton in Devon, the siting of which follows on from the unsuccessful planning
application for a radar on Exmoor in north Devon. Figure 1 shows the location of these radar within the
UK.
The Committee has met at 6 monthly intervals over the two year period. Its main activities have been to
monitor research progress, to formulate a strategy for basic research, to publish a bibliography of UK
research and to convene a research workshop. These activities are reported in greater detail in the
following sections.
Perhaps most importantly, the Committee has reviewed its terms of reference withNERC. This review
has lead to the emergence of the Interagency Committee on the Hydrological Useof Weather Radar as
a successor to the Committee with a widened membership and new terms of reference. Consequently this
is the last report of the NERC Steering Committee on Hydrological Applications of Weather Radar.
Overview of Activities
Reports on Research Progress
The Committee has continued to monitor research progress through its six-monthly reporting system. This
involves the production of short written progress report by active research groups reinforced by brief oral
presentations at Committee meetings. The report format has been revised to be more project based:
Appendix C provides a set of the reports received, which includes both new and old style reports.
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Radar Research Workshops
The value of holdingregularresearchworkshops,at intervalsof one or two times a year, to complement
the administrativeresponsibilitiesof the Committeewas recognised. This lead to a very successfultwo-
day workshopat the Universityof Lancaster in September1991.The fact that nowritten papers were
required helpedto generatean informalatmospherewith an excitingexchangeof researchfindingsand
ideas from invitedcontributors.
UK Bibliography of Radar Research
A bibliographyof UK radar research papers and reports relevant to the hydrologicalapplicationof
weatherradar waspublishedby the Instituteof Hydrology,on behalfof theCommittee,in October 1990.
Its purpose is to publicisethe considerableamountof researchand developmentthathas already taken
place in the UK. A notableinclusionin the Bibliography,publishedwithinthe periodunder review, is
the bookby the MeteorologicalOfficerepresentativeontheCommittee:C.G. Collier(1989),Applications
of WeatherRadarSystems- A guideto usesof radar data in meteorologyand hydrology,Ellis Horwood.
Copiesof the Bibliographyare availableon requestfrom CeliaKirbyat IH. The InteragencyCommittee
is to take over productionandplan to updateits contentsat regularintervals.Contributionsfor inclusion
are invited.
Membership
The split of the Water Authoritiesinto water service companiesand the NationalRivers Authority,
togetherwithdevelopinginterestsin NorthernIrelandandScotland,requireda reviewof the membership.
This review resulted in four existingauthority membersbeing reinstatedas NRAmembers and Mr J
Tyson, North West Water, being appointed to represent the Water Services Association. Whilst
representationfrom NorthernIrelandand Scotlandcontinuedto be pursued, Dr G Shepherd, Statesof
Jersey RegionalResourcesBoardwas invitedto representthe interestsof the ChannelIslands. It is the
responsibilityof the Instituteof Hydrologyto providethe secretariatand in 1990Mrs E I Stewartwas
succeededby MissD S Hotchkiss.
It was with great sadnessthat the Committeeheard of Dr V K Collinge'suntimelydeathin early August
1991.Dr Collingewill be sorelymissedas a liked andrespectedcolleagueand forhisgreat contribution
to the Committee'sactivitiesand to radar hydrologyresearch,developmentand applicationfor over 25
years.
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4. Research Activities
Research Reporting
The progress of research reported in AppendixC indicatesthatprojects at the interfacebetweenradar
meteorologyand hydrology continueto be undertakenat threemain centres:the Universityof Salford,
the University of Lancaster and the Institute of Hydrology.Financial support for this research comes
particularly from the NRA and MAFF with smaller amountsfrom the Commissionof the European
Communities (CEC) and NERC. A welcome addition is a growing interest in the relevanceof dual-
polarisationradar for hydrologicaluseshownby Dr Illingworth'sgroup at UM1ST;this researchhas been
stimulated by CEC funding. The MeteorologicalOffice continue to be very active in the rainfall
measurementfield of radar researchsupportedby in-housefinding; however,a changeto agencystatus
• in April 1990marks a shift towards greater supportfrom externalfundingsourcesin the future.
Research StrategyDocument
A major activityof the period under review was the formulationof a strategygivinggreateremphasisto
basic research on the use of weather radar in hydrology. The requirementsfor researchwere studied
through theformationof four sub-committees:(i)PrecipitationMeasurement,(ii)HyrologicalForecasting,
(iii) Urban Applicationsand (iv) Radar Archivingand Climatology;thesewere chairedby Dr Collinge,
Mr Moore, Professor Cluckie and Mr Collier respectivelyreporting to the CommitteeChairman, Dr
Walsh. This work identified both basic and applied researchtopics in need of handing. A strategy
document covering(i), (ii) and (iv) was producedandpublishedby the Instituteof Hydrology,on behalf
of the Committee.
NERC Special Topic Submission:HYREX
The review of requirementsfor basic researchwasusedby theCommitteeas thebasisof a SpecialTopic
submissionto NERC. SpecialTopics providea vehicleto supporta focussedareaof researchthrougha
pool of research grants bid for by the research community.The review revealedthe need for a radar
hydrology facility which would complementthe operationalradar network with a dense raingauge
network, experimentalradars - includingmobileverticalpointingand low-costscanningradars - and a
variety of hydrometeorologicalsensors. A set of communityexperiments could be planned, initially
focussing in one area and later extendingto other areas, for exampleto investigateorographiceffectson
radar rainfall measurement.This communityconceptwas termedthe HydrologicalRadarExperiment,or
HYREX. Application for support to NERC was sought during 1991and has resultedin approvalof
NERC funds over the next three years of E720K,subjectto support from other interestedparties being
demonstrated.
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5. InternationalLinks
1st International Symposium on Hydrological Applications of Weather Radar
The First International Symposium on Hydrological Applications of Weather Radar was held at the
University of Salford during August 1989. The proposal for the symposium was discussed and supported
by the Committee in 1986 following on from the success of the symposium "Weather Radar and Flood
Forecasting" held at the University of Lancaster in September 1985 (see V.K. Collinge and C. Kirby
(eds), Weather Radar and Flood Forecasting", J. Wiley, 1987). Dr John Rodda, then chairman of the
Committee, invited Professor Ian Cluckie to convene the symposium. Sponsorship was gained from the
British Hydrological Society, NRA units in the Water Authorities, the CEC, IAHS, 11-1,the UK
Meteorological Office, and the universities of Salford and Lancaster. The symposiumwas an outstanding
success attracting participants from 18 countries and providing a balanced representation from the
hydrological and meteorological communities. A total of 57 papers were presented and published in: I.D.
Cluckie and C.G. Collier (eds), Hydrological Applications of Weather Radar, Ellis Horwood, 1991. Much
of the success of the symposium was due to the hard work of the symposium organiser, Professor Ian
Cluckie, and his team in the Water Resources Group at the University of Salford.
CEC Projects
The four year CEC project entitled "Use of Weather Radar for the Alleviation of ClimaticHazard" came
to an end in September 1991. This project involved partners from France, Italy, Portugal and The
Netherlands. An International Workshop on Radar Hydrology has been convened for November 1991 in
Lisbon to mark this event. A Specialist Workshop on Urban/rural Application of WeatherRadar for Flow
Forecasting was also held in Wageningen, The Netherlands in December 1990.
A second CEC project within the EPOCH programme was awarded for the period January 1991 to
December 1992. The five country consortium was extended within this project to includeseven countries,
with the addition of a partner from Greece and Germany. The project is called "WeatherRadar and Storm
and Flood Hazard' and allows the European Radar Hydrology Group to continue and add to its research
programme. Parallel financial support from the National Rivers Authority to the universities of Lancaster
and Salford and to the Institute of Hydrology has significantly strengthened the researchprogramme. This_
project has initiated a Specialist Workshop on Rainfall Measurement and Forecasting in Athens, Greece
in June 1992 together with the 2nd International Symposium on Hydrological Applications of Weather
Radar in Hannover, Germany in September 1992.
Application for a third CEC project under the Environment programme entitled "Storms, Floods and
Radar Hydrology" has been made. A Spanish partner has been incorporated as a sub-contract within this
submission. If successful, this project may provide a 6 month overlap with the EPOCH programme and
will extend to two years initially with the opportunity to seek an extension to four years.
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6. The New Interagency Committee
An uncertainrelationshipbetweentheCommitteeandits "sponsor',NERC,togetherwithanunsuccessful
applicationto NERCfor SpecialTopicfunding(see section4.) in 1990promoteda needto reviewthe
terms of referenceof theCommittee.Thisculminatedin anadhocmeetingbeingconvenedwithNERC,
which includedrepresentationby its ChairmanProfessorKni11,the Directorof the Terrestrialand
FreshwaterSciencesDirectorateDrTinker,andtheDirectorofJRProfessorWilkinson.Atthismeeting
the idea of an InteragencyCommitteewas promotedby ProfessorKnill, since the scope of theCommittee's activities spannedacross the interestsof manyagencies includingthe Science and
EngineeringResearchCouncil (SERC). At its meetingin March 1991 membersof the Committee
supportedtheestablishmentof thenewCommitteeandthewindingupof theoldCommitteein September1991. The creationof the -InteragencyCommitteeon theHydrologicalUse of WeatherRadar'was
supportedby all the agenciesinvitedby ProfessorKnil to participate,with theexceptionof the WaterDivision of the Departmentof the Environment,whose membershipof the old Committeehadbeen
limitedto receivingpapers.Its inauguralmeetingin September1991 wasplannedto coincidewiththeLancasterWorkshop(Section2), andincludedrepresentationsfromSERCandtheScottishDevelopment
Department.Dr Walshcontinuedto serveas Chairmanto thisnew CommitteeandDr Acremanof III
appointedas its new secretary.
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APPENDIX A
TERMS OF REFERENCE OF THE NERC STEERING COMMITTEE ON
HYDROLOGICAL APPLICATIONS OF WEATHER RADAR
To identify,in associationwithusers, the mainfeaturesof a prospectiveresearchprogrammefor
the applicationand developmentof weather radar data for hydrologicalpurposes and to co-
ordinate its implementation.
To seek funding for researchon hydrologicalapplicationsof weather radarand to use this to
increasesupport.
To providea forumfor the exchangeof ideasand informationandto fostercloser linksbetween
research on weather radar, its application for hydrological purposes and its commercial
exploitation.
To reviewthe existingsystemfor the collectionand archivingof weatherradarand other data for
hydrologicaluses and to adviseon developmentsto meetresearchpurposes.
To promote and establish internationalcontacts with other organisationsconcerned with the
hydrologicalapplicationof weatherradar.
To report on its work annually to NERC, MAFF, DOE and the Met. Office and the Water
Industry.generally.
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APPENDIX B
LIST OF MEMBERS
Dr P D Walsh NRA, North West Region (Chairman)
Mr R Buckingham Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food
Prof I D Cluckie University of Salford
Mr C G Collier Meteorological Office
Mr R Brown Meteorological Office (Deputy)
Mr V K Collinge University of Lancaster
Mr R C Goodhew NRA, Severn Trent Region
Mr C M Haggett NRA, Thames Region
Mr R W Hatton NRA, South West Region
Mr R .1Moore Institute of Hydrology
Dr G Shepherd States of Jersey Regional Resources Board
Mr I M Tyson North West Water
Mr C E Wright Department of the Environment
Mrs E .1Stewart Institute of Hydrology (Secretary to end of 1989)
Miss D S Hotchkiss Institute of Hydrology (Secretary)
APPENDIX C
PROJECT PROGRESS REPORTS
Research Organisation: METEOROLOGICAL OFFICE
SHORT-PERIOD FORECASTING DIVISION
Nowcasting and Satellite Applications
Project Title:
Project Contacts:
General Description:
Improvements to the accuracyof Radar Measurements (orographic
factors)
M Kitchen
II Brown
Improvements to the accuracy of real-time radardata are soughtby making allowance for orographic
effects. Even at modest ranges from the radar, there can be significantgrowth of precipitationbeneath
the radarbeam over hills due to the seeder-feeder mechanism.This occurs when strong winds andhigh
low-level relative humidity lead to the formation of a cappingcloud over the hills. As rain from pre-
existing frontalcloud falls throughthe cappingcloud, the dropsgrow by accretion, enhancingthe rainfall
rate by up to 5 or 6 mm' in extreme cases.
Objectives:
Devise improved ways of determiningrain types.
Assess the applicabilityof existing domain boundariesand re-define as necessary.
Assess the applicability of, and update/re-define as necessary, the detailed orographicscaling
factor due to variationsof wind speed and humidity.
Determine optimal sites for orographicraingauges(withregard to areas of maximumorography
and taking into accountvariable wind drift) andderiveways of using such gauges (whetherin or
upwind of areas of interest) to determine in real timethe appropriateorographicscaling factor.
Progress Report:
At the end of the reportingperiod work commencedon evaluatingthe correctionsappliedto the radardata
in the FRONIIERS precipitationnowcastingsystem to correctfororographicenhancementmissedby the
radars.
Funding Agency: Meteorological Office
Approximate Cost:
Project Duration:
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Research Organisation: METEOROLOGICAL OFFICE
SHORT-PERIOD FORECASTING DIVISION
Nowcasting and Satellite Applications
Project Title:
Project Contacts:
General Description:
Improvementsto the accuracyofRadarMeasurements(non-orographic
factors)
M Kitchen
R Brown
Improvementsto the accuracyof real-timeradardata are sought. In particular,theaccuracy of radars
decreases with range as the beam height increases, leading to growthor evaporationof the precipitation
between the measurementlevel and the surface. Correctionscan be madesemi-empiricallybased upon
assumptionsabout the verticalreflectivityprofile or using long-rangegaugedata.
Objectives:
Devise ways of increasingaccuracy at long range using (a) estimates of the type and vertical
extent of the rainsystem, and(b) long-range gauge measurements,to deriverange normalization
appropriateto each occasion.
Derive proceduresfor ensuringthat radarcalibrationsarebiased in favourof the hydrologically
more importantareasof heavier rain.
Progress Report:
A key problem in using gauges both for calibrationand evaluationis one of representativeness.Because
the radarproduces a series of instantaneousarealaverageswhich aresummedto producean accumulation
over a period, whilst a gauge makescontinuousmeasurementsat a point, even if theradarmeasurements
yielded perfect area averages, there would be scatter in R/G totals. An estimateof the scatter has been
formed for convective cases by a new analysis of the data from the late fifties Cardington rainfall
experiment, where a dense gauge networkwas deployed over a 5 x 4 km area. Arealaverages over 10
km' of 2 minute totals were used to simulate perfect radarestimates, which were sampled at 6 or 15
minute intervals to form hourly totals for comparison with individualgauge totals. The 15 minute
sampling, as used by FRONTIERS,was found to produce a significant increase in RMS difference
between radarandgauge totals, comparedto 6 minutesamplingwhich is close to the5 minutes employed
by PARAGON. A statisticalbias was also found such that low hourly radartotals were underestimates
on average. A similar featurewas found in actual radar/gaugecomparisonsfrom FRONTIERS.
Funding Agency: MeteorologicalOffice
Approximate Cost:
Project Duration:
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Research Organisation: LANCASTER UNIVERSITY
INSTITUTE OF ENVIRONMENTAL AND
BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES
DIVISION OF ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE
Project Title: The accuracy of C band radars in convective storms
Project Contacts: Dr V K Collinge
Ewan Archibald
Jutta Thielen
General Description:
Numerous studies have been made of the performance of weather radars for measuring rainfall in
convective storms. By their very nature those storms cover relatively small areas, and so the alternative
to radar of telemetering rain gauges can at best give only limited information in suchstorms and may give
none at all. The advantage of radar is offset by the conversion of radar signals to rainfall rates, which has
particular difficulties, and calibrating gauges are not a viable option. Even if such a gauge is in the right
place, using it for calibration can easily increase the errors in the estimated rainfall.
Objectives:
To investigate the parameters influencing the accuracy of C-band radars when measuring rainfall
in severe local (convective) storms.
To develop a model for the transformation of signals from C-band radars into rainfall rates in
severe local storms incorporating appropriate parameters identified in achieving objective (i).
To track the movement of individual rainfall cells within severe storms and correlate this
movement to upper air wind observations.
Progress Report:
Some work has been carried out under the programme funded by the CEC from 1987 to 1991, but is
reported here for convenience.
A study has been made of a severe convective storm which took place on the 19th May 1989 over the
Pennines in northern England, causing damage amounting to several million pounds in the Halifax area.
The storm was very close to the Hameldon Hill radar and so radar data on a 2 km grid was obtained.
Unfortunately only one recording raingauge received significant rain. The maximum ground truth
observation of 193 mm is above the PMP for the area and not accepted by the Met. Office.
This work is now being extended to data from storms on the 24 May 1989, including data from the
Chenies radar covering parts of the Thames Valley.
Funding Agency: CEC plus NERC (partial support of one research student)
Approximate Cost: £90,000
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Research Organisation: INSTITUTE OF HYDROLOGY
Hydrological Applications or Weather Radar
Project Title: Regionaland nationalradar rainfallforecastingsystems
Project Contacts: R J Moore
D S Hotchkiss
D A Jones
General Desaiption:
The Study was motivated by recognising that the Frontiers product for nation-wide radar rainfall
forecasting would not meet the water industry'sspecific requirementfor frequentlyupdatedvery short-
term rainfall forecasts of high resolution in space and time. Such forecasts are neededparticularlyfor
forecastingflooding in urbanandsmallerruralcatchments.The Study focusses ondeveloping a regional
rainfall forecasting system using the London WeatherRadar for testing and implementation.Forecast
accuracy is to be comparedwith the Frontiersproduct.
Objectives
To develop a regionalrainfallforecastingsystembasedon weatherradarandto deliver the system
for operationaluse within the NRA ThamesRegion Flood WarningSystem.
(ii) To evaluatethe accuracyof the regionalforecastingsystem along with theFrontierssystem over
the Thames Region.
Progress Report
A rainfallforecastingsystem has been developedbasedon an underlyingadvectionmodelof rainfallfield
movement. This employs a novel shrinking-gridsearch procedure combined withinterpolation in the
rainfall andforecasterrorfields to inferthe stormvelocity: inference andgenerationof a 2 hour forecast
takes27 cpu seconds on a VAX3400. Accuracyis consistentlybetterthana persistenceforecast at all lead
times and the technique also outperformsa binary-codedpatternmatching approach.The operational
system software has been delivered to the NRA and integrationand on-line operationis planned for
March/April 1991. Database access routinesfor the Frontiersdata have been writtenand the forecast
evaluationsoftware is under development.
Funding Agency: NRA Thames Region contractwith some additional inputfrom MAFF and the
CEC.
Approximate Cost: £78K
Project Duration: 2 years (October 1989 to September 1991)
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Moore, R.J., Watson,B.C., Jones,D.A., Black,K.B., Haggett,C.M., Crees, M.A. & Richards,C.
(1989) Towardsan improvedsystemforweatherradarcalibrationandrainfallforecastingusing
raingaugedatafroma regionaltelemetrysystem,inNewDirectionsforSurfaceWaterModelling.
Proc. BaltimoreSymp., IAHSPubl.no. 181, 13-21.
Moore, R.J., Hotchkiss,D.S., Jones,D.A. & Black,K.B. (1989,1990) ProgressReportsfor Steering
Committeeon Local RainfallForecastingusingWeatherRadar,1st Report,16pp,December
1989; 2ndReport,24pp, March1990; 3rdReport,19pp,July1990.ContractReportsto NRA
ThamesRegion,Instituteof Hydrology.
Moore,R.J., Hotchkiss,D.S., Jones,D.A. & Black,K.B. (1990)LondonWeatherRadarLocalRainfall
ForecastingStudy:AnnualReport,73pp,October1990,ContractReportoNRAThamesRegion,
Instituteof Hydrology.
Moore, R.J., Jones,D.A. & Hotchkiss,D.s. (1991) RegionalSystemsforWeatherRadarCalibration,
RainfallForecastingandBasin-wideFlow Forecasting,Abstract,EuropeanGeophysicalSociety
XVI GeneralAssembly,Wiesbaden,April1991.
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Research Organisation: INSTITUTE OF HYDROLOGY
Hydrological Applications of Weather Radar
Project Title: Vatiationof extremerainfalleventsin upland areas
Project Contacts: E J Stewart
N S Reynard
Dr D W Reed
General Description:
The study of spatialand temporalvariationsin rainfall has particular implicationsfor the structuringof
design storms for reservoir flood estimation. The project explores the combineduse of radar and
raingauge data to develop an improved understandingof spatial and temporal variability of extreme
rainfalls. The main study region is an area of 10,000 km' centredon the HarneldonHill radar station,
with additionalanalysisbeingcarriedout on recordingraingaugedata from the UpperDee catchmentin
North Wales. The projecthasbeendivided into two phases,the first of which hasbeenconcernedwith
providing an improved descriptionof spatialvariations in extreme rainfall throughan analysisof areal
reductionfactors.The secondphaseof the projectcommencedon 1 April 1989 andaimsto developmore
realistic designstormprofilesfor uplandareas.
Objectives:
To demonstratethe usefidnessof radar data in designapplications.
To assesstheapplicabilityof the areal reductionfactorscurrentlyin use in theUK to uplandarea.
To develop realisticdesignstormprofiles for uplandareasfor a range of durations.
Progress Report:
An extensiveanalysisof observedtemporal rainfall profiles hasbeen carried out. The variation of the
shape characteristicsof the profiles with duration, season, return period and areal extent has been
investigated.Design profiles for a rangeof durationsfrom one hour to several dayshave beenderived
using a variety of techniquesandthe resultantprofiles havebeencomparedwith thoserecommendedfor
design in the UK. Final resultsand recommendationswill be presentedin the contractreport (due 31
March 1991).
Funding Agency: Departmentof the EnvironmentReservoirSafety ResearchCommission.
Approximate Cost: PhaseI f60k
PhaseII 07.5k
Project Duration: 4.5 years(startdate 1 October 1986; completiondate 31 March 1991).
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Publications:
Reed, D.W. & Stewart, E.J. (1989) Weatherradar and ruralstorm hazard. In: WeatherRadar and the
Water Industry, BHS OccasionalPaper No. 2, 76-85.
Stewart, E.J. (1989) Areal reductionfactors for design stormconstruction:joint use of raingaugeand
radar data. In: New Directions for Surface Water Modelling(Proc. BaltimoreSyrnp., May
1989). IAHS Publ. No. 181,31-40.
Stewart, E.J. & Reynard, N.S. (1989) Variabilityof heavy rainfallevents in NorthWest England: an
analysisof spatial structure. Proc. InternationalSymp.on HydrologicalApplicationsof Weather
Radar, Salford, August 1989, lOpp.
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Research Organisation: NATURAL ENVIRONMENT RESEARCH COUNCIL
INSTITUTE OF HYDROLOGY
Project Title: Small Catchment Response Times
Project Contacts: D W Reed
C W Marshall
A C Bayliss
General Desaiption:
The estimationof floods on small catchmentoften gives cause for concern in drainagedesign. Existing
gauged catclunentshaving an area within the range0.5 to 20 km' are almost exclusivelyupland, having
an impermeablegeology andhigh mainstreamslope. Good quality datafrom small,lowland permeable
catchmentsare rarelyavailable. Consequentlyit has thus far been difficult to formulatetechniques that
are able to predictaccuratelythe magnitudeof floods on such catchments.A particularproblem lies in
the estimationof catchmentresponse times, to which derived flood estimates aresensitive through the
choice of design stormduration.The particularrequirementto computethetemporalcentroidof the flood
producingrainfall, allows, with care, the use of uncalibratedradarsignals.
Objectives:
To revise existing methodsof estimatingthe delay between rainfalland peakstreamflow on such
catchments.
To demonstratethe feasibility of low-cost/labour instrumentationto monitorthe response to
rainfallof small (0.5 - 20 km') catchmentshaving a variety of geology andland use types.
Progress Report:
Fifteen water level recordingsites were implementedduringthe period September1989 - March 1990.
All the sites were chosen such that their catchmentsfell within the 75 kmrange of high resolution data
from the Chenies weatherradar.By October 1990, the sites had generateda mediannumberof 38 flood
events. Programs to analyse the uncalibratedChenies rainfall radar, compute rainfall centroids and
generaterainfallvolume-durationstormprofiles have been completed.
In associationwith the Field DrainageExperimentalUnit at Cambridge,a note describingthe projectand
its objectives - and seeking informationrelatingto the techniquescurrentlyemployedin the estimation
of floods on small catchmentsand to possible new sources of good qualitydata - hasbeen circulated to
relevantUK agencies.
Funding Agency: Ministryof Agriculture,Fisheries and Food.
Approximate Cost: £45k (1989190)


£49k (1990/91)


£52k (1991/92)
Project Duration: Start 1 April 1989, PhaseI ends 31 March 1992.
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Research Organisation: UNIVERSITYOF SALFORD
DEPARTMENTOF CIVILENGINEERING
Project Title: Anglian Radar Information Project
Project Contacts: K Tilford
Prof. I D Cluckie
General Description:
The utilisationof precipitationestimatesprovidedby weatheradarcontinuesto increaseas thebenefits
affordedby the dataare recognised.At present,radarsprovidehigh intensityresolutionestimatesof
precipitationwithin a radiusof 75 km of the radar(quantativedata)with lower intensityresolution
(qualitative)dataavailableto up to 210 km. Increasingly,attentionis beingpaidto the 'accuracy'of
precipitationestimatesderivedfromweatherradar,directcomparisonwithgroundtruthdataprovided
by raingaugesfrequentlyrevealinglarge discrepanciesbetweenthe two at given points. The local
calibrationof weatherradaris seen as a means of extendingthe quantitativerangeof the radar
(particularlyrelevantin anauthorityas largeas Anglian,wherecoveragewill stillbe limiteddespitethe
installationof the Lincolnradar)whilstimprovingaccuracy.Thiswill effectivelyextendarealcoverage
enablingutilisationof thedatain areaspreviouslynotcoveredwhilstfacilitating(by virtueof increased
accuracy)multifunctionaluse of theradardata.
Objectives:
To developtechniquesfortheintegrationof radarrainfalldatawithDivisionaltelemetrysystems.
To developtechniquesto producelocallycalibratedradarainfalldatasuitablefora widerange
of multifunctionaluses.
To employ the calibrateddata in real-timeflow forecastingmodels which fully utilise the
advantagesof radarrainfalldata.
Progress Report:
A calibrationprocedureemployinglocaltelemeteringraingaugenetworkdatahasbeendeveloped.All
aspectsof localcalibrationhavebeeninvestigated,considerableattentionbeingpaidto physicalprocesses
such as orographicinfluences.Particularattentionhasalso beenpaidto otheraspectsof dataresolution
e.g. spatialandtemporal,withregardto the identification,calibrationandoperationof real-timeflow
forecastingmodels.Whereappropriate,floodforecastingmodelswere derivedandthe accuracyof flow
forecastsusingradar-derivedrainfallas an inputassessed.
During the project, techniquesenablingth integrationof radardata with othertelemetrydatawere
developed. The design featureda sophisticatedman-machineinterfaceto displayinformationin an
attractive,user-friendlyandunifiedmannernegatingthe requirementfora numberof separatedisplay
devices. This devicehasbeenfullycommissionedin the WessexRegionof the NRAas WRIP(Wessex
RadarInformationProcessor).
Funding Agency: NRAAnglianregion.
I8
Approximate Cost: £83,000
Project Duration: 3 years (start date: Q1 88, completiondate: Q4 90).
Publications:
1987 AnglianRadarInformationProject: PreliminaryDesignStudy. InternalReportto AnglianWater
Authority,AnglianRadarInformationProjectReportNo. 1, Departmentof Civil Engineering,University
of Birmingham,79pp (includingappendices).
1988 AnglianRadar InformationProject: PreliminaryDesignStudy. Internal Reportto AnglianWater
Authority(re-issued with amendments),Departmentof Civil Engineering,Universityof Birmingham,
AnglianRadar InformationProject Report No. 1, 8Ipp (includingappendices).
1988 An evaluationof the influenceof radar rainfall intensityresolutionfor real-timeflood operational
forecasting. Anglian Radar Information Project Report No. 2, Department of Civil Engineering,
Universityof Birmingham,I1Ipp (includingappendices).
1989 Transfer-functionmodels for flood forecastingin National Riven Authority, Anglian Region.
AnglianRadar InformationProjectReportNo. 3, WaterResourcesResearchGroup,Departmentof Civil
Engineering,Universityof Salford,57pp (includingappendix).
1989 Software Profile: A User Manualfor TFFOR. SoftwareProfile No. 1 in a series of Technical
Reportsproducedby the WaterResourcesResearchGroup,Departmentof Civil Engineering,University
of Salford, 65pp (includingappendices).
1989 Software Profile: A User Manual for TFCAL. SoftwareProfile No. 2 in a series of Technical
Reportsproducedby the WaterResourcesResearchGroup,Departmentof Civil Engineering,University
of Salford, 58pp (includingappendices).
1990 Software Profile: A User Manual for TFUH. SoftwareProfile No. 4 in a series of Technical
Reportsproducedby the WaterResourcesResearchGroup,Departmentof Civil Engineering,University
of Salford, 9Opp(includingappendices).
1989 Cluckie, I.D., Tilford, K.A. & Shepherd,G.W. Radar rainfallquantisationand its influenceon
rainfallrunoff models. Proc. IM.Symp. on HydrologicalApplicationsof WeatherRadar, Universityof
Salford, UK.
1989 Cluckie,I.D., Yu,P.S. &Tilford,K.A. Real-timeforecasting:modelstructureanddata resolution,
Proc. COST-73Seminaron WeatherRadar Networking,Brussels,Belgium.
1989 Cluckie, I.D., Tilford, K.A. & Han,-D. The influenceof radar rainfall quantisationon flood
forecasting.Proc. Im. Workshopon PrecipitationMeasurement,St. Moritz.
1990 Cluckie, I.D. & Tilford, K.A. Hydrologicalutilisationof weather radar data in the United
Kingdom.Proc. IM. Symposiumon RemoteSensingof Precipitationand its Applicationto Hydrology,
Sao Paulo, Brazil.
1990 Tilford, K.A. & Cluckie, I.D. Weather Radar: Past, Present and Future. Paper presented to
Meetingof the North-Westernand North-WalesBranch,Inst. of WaterandEnvironmentalManagement,
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(to appear in Journal of Inst Water and EnvironmentalManagement).
1990 Cluckie, I.D., Tilford, K.A., Han, D. & Austin, G. Quantisationof analogueradar reflectivity
data: consequencesfor radar meteorologyand hydrologicalapplications,in preparation(to be submitted
to Water ResourcesResearch).
1990 LocalRe-calibratinof weatherradardata inthe AnglianRegion,AnglianRadarInformationProject
Report No. 4, Water ResourcesResearchGroup, Departmentof Civil Engineering,Universityof Salford.
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T T ER ERIN N THE
PPLI F WEAT R D
Project Al
ProiectTitle: Assessmentof accuracyof rainfallmeasurementsand diagnosisof errors
ReportPeriod: August 1989to March 1990
Introduction
The Advisory Services Branchof the Met. Office has continuedto produce theradar data assessment
report (RDAR). Comparisonof rainfall totals from radar and gauges has continued.Identificationof
anapropprone areas for each radar has commenced.An investigationof the benefitof adjustinghourly
radar data using daily gauge informationis underway.
Progress:
The latestRDARcovers the periodApril 1988- June 1988.Annualmapsof comparisonof 'unadjusted'
and 'adjusted' radar rainfalldata from the PARAGONarchivewith climatologicaldaily gauge data for
1986- 1988 have been used to identifygeographicalvariations in the qualityof radar performance.
Comparisonof dailycatchmenttotalsfrom radar, and climatologicalgaugeshasbeenused to investigate
the effects of range on Inghamradar data quality. Statisticaltables, maps and histogramsare used to
summarizethe result. Datahavebeenprocessedfrom October 1988- August1989in connectionwiththe
work of the LincolnLong RangeCalibrationStudy(LORCS).
Problems:
The need to reduce the numberof assessmentgauges per site due to the increasedsize of the radar
networkand changesin the Met. Officehourlygaugearchivehave delayedproductionof the RDAR.
FinancialAspects:
Costs are includedin the FRONTIERSprojectand the AdvisoryServicesBudget.
Papersdescribingprogresson the hourlyadjustmentand the Inghamradar investigationswere presented
at the HydrologicalSymposiumon Hydrologicalapplicationsof weatherradar, Salford 1989.
A paperdescribingthe techniquesof investigatingpersistentgeographicalvariationsin radar qualitywas
presentedat the COST73Seminar,Brussels1989.
Regularprogress reports have beenpreparedfor LORCS.
	
: C G Collier (MO) Date: May 1990
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RI
ATI N It
ProjectA3
Project Title: Improvement of accuracy of radar measurements(taking into account non-
orographicaspects)
Report Period: to December1990
jntroduction
Objectives:
Derive ways of increasingaccuracyat long range using(a) estimatesof the type and vertical
extent of the rain system, and (b) long-rangegauge measurements,to deriverange normalization
appropriate to each occasion.
Derive procedures for ensuringthe radar calibrationsare biasedin favourof the hydrologically
more important areas of heavierrain.
Progress:
A key problem in using gauges both for calibrationand evaluationis oneof representativeness.Because
the radar produces a series of instantaneousareal averageswhichare summedto producean accumulation
over a period, whilst a gauge makescontinuousmeasurementsata point, even if the radar measurements
yielded perfect area averages, there wouldbe scatter in R/G totals. An estimateof the scatter has been
formed for convective cases by a new analysis of the data from the late fifties Cardington rainfall
experiment, where a dense gauge networkwas deployedover a 5 x 4 km area. Areal averagesover 10
km' of 2 minute totals were used to simulate perfect radar esinnates,which were sampled at 6 or 15
minute intervals to form hourly totals for comparison with individualgauge totals. The 15 minute
sampling, as used by FRONTIERS,was found to produce a significant increase in RMS difference
betweenradar and gaugetotals, comparedto 6 minutesamplingwhichis closeto the 5 minutesemployed
by PARAGON. A statisticalbias was also found such that lowhourly radar totalswere underestimates
on average. A similar feature was foundin actual radar/gaugecomparisonsfrom FRONTIERS.
Four cases from the new FRONTIERSradar analysis(2 frontal,2 convective)havebeen evaluated,with
emphasis on the performance of gauge calibration initially. No statisticallysignificantdifferencewas
found between Remote site, FRONTIERSand uncalibrateddata,when theresultswere averagedoverall
SREWS gauges. This seems to signifythat the radars were performingwell and that local improvement
or deficiencies due to gauge calibrationaveragedout.
ue
Kitchen, M. & Blackall, R.M. (1990) Representativenesserrorsin comparisonbetweenradarandgauge
measurements of rainfall. To be submittedfor Publ.
: C G Collier(MO) Date: December1990
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T E R D AL
N F WE R AD R
Project A2
Project Titlq: Improvementof accuracyof radarmeasurements(takingintoaccountorographic
aspects)
Report Period: to May 1990
Withinthe FRONTIERSsystem, a new analysisprocedurehas been implementedwhichintroducestwo
main changes:- a) the calibrationof radar derivedrainfallusinggauges now takesaccountof estimates
of the orographicgrowthof precipitationunseenby the radar, andb) a simplifiedbright-bandcorrection
procedureallowsthe operatorto truncatespuriousexcessiverainfall rates.
Limited verificationof the new radar analysishas taken place comparing both the FRONTIERSand
RADARNETanalyseswithhourlygaugedata.The comparisonsshowedFRONTIERSand RADARNET
analysesto be of similarqualityoverall. Radardatafrompixelssurroundingthe gaugesite was smoothed
in an attemptto reducecollocationerrors. However,thesmoothingproducedno significantimprovement
in the comparisonresultscomparedto using the singleradar pixel in whicheach gaugewas situated.
Work is now underwayto investigatewhy the improvedparameterizationsin the FRONTIERSanalysis
do not appear to significantlyimprovethe analysison average.Limitedverificationagainsthourly gauge
data will be continuedin supportof this work. Studiescontrastingexpectedbright-bandintensitieswith
thoseactuallyobservedfor someanomalouslyintensecasesare beingwrittenup forpublication.The most
likely explanation is the melting of giant snowflakeswhich have grown by aggregationin a deep
isothermallayer occurringwhere the 0°C isothermintersetsa warm frontal•surface.
Warner C 1989. Real-time adjustmentof radar fields of precipitationby raingauges,allowing for
orographic enhancementnear the surface. Preprint Vol., Int Symp on HydrologicalApplicationsof
WeatherRadar, 14-17August, Universityof Salford.
mi : C G Collier (MO) Pate: May 1990.
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PR RE REP R T N TEERING MMITTEE ON THE HYD L I AL
APPLI ATION F WEATHER RADAR
Project A2
ProjectTitle: Improvement of accuracy of radar measurements (taking into account orographic
aspects)
ReportPeriod: to January 1990
Introduction
Objectives:
Devise improved ways of determining rain type.
Assess the applicability of existing domain boundaries and redefine as necessary.
Assess the applicability of, and update/redefine as necessary, the detailedorographic scaling factor
due to variations of wind speed and humidity.
Determine optimal sites for orographic raingauges (with regard to areas of maximum orography
and taking into account variable wind drift) and derive ways of using such gauges (whether in or
upwind of the areas of interest) to determine in real time the appropriate orographic scaling
factor.
Progress:
A method of determining orographic enhancement using the average annual value was abandoned. The
values it gave for SW winds were in broad accord with the case studies, but other wind directions
required too much subjective and detailed adjustment to produce sensible patterns and magnitudes. A
very simple scheme relating enhancement to slope and distance downwind from previous ridges was
devised. The patterns and magnitudes so obtained were similar (but NOT identical) to those already
installed in FRONTIERS over Great Britain for all wind directions. Using the case study data already to
hand for SW winds, tests were made over Wales and NW England. The existing corrections were better,
but not by much. With this encouragement the new scheme was used to provide a new table of corrections
for Ireland for ALL wind directions.
Pr r r mi C G Collier (MO) Date: May 1990
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R R T ER T ER E E HYD 1
PP 1 F WEATHER RADA
Project A4
ProjectTide: Investigation of the man-machine interface
Report Period: to January 1990
Introduction
Objectives:
Develop methods of manual intervention leading to improved accuracy of rainfall analyses and
forecasts, develop automatedproceduresto supercedethesewhere and when practicable, and keep
under review the optimal balance between the two types of approaches.
Undertake a user survey to identify the relative importance of timeliness andaccuracy with regard
to both actual and forecast (1, 3 and 6 hours) rainfall.
Progress:
The achievement of the first objective is being sought within the framework of the FRONTIERS Project
in the Meteorological Office. Progress over the last 6 months is outlined.
The investigation of the satellite rainfall diagnosis techniques was extended from frontal situations to 10
cases of cold-air convection and 5 mesoscale convective systems. The results have been summed to
produce aggregate tables for eachsynoptic type. The key difference is that precipitation is associatedwith
wanner cloud tops in the case of cold-air convection, probably becausethe cloud-top temperature of
small-scale convection is underestimated.The aggregatetables havebeenused to improve the formulation
of the Universal (predefined) Tables within the FRONTIERS system.
A study has been made of the accuracy of the satellite/radar correlation technique. The use of a fixed
visible or infra-red threshold produced a small reduction in the average value of the evaluation statistics
but a significant increase in the standard deviation, indicating large errors on a few occasions.
Some skill has been found in delineating areas of heavy precipitation in convective cases where such
precipitation is widespread, by using correlation tables stratified by rainfall rate. Unless the heavy
precipitation is widespread statistical uncertainty precludes sensible answers.
An on-line forecast evaluation schemehas been set up. Six forecast sequencesareevaluatedeach day by
comparison with radar actuals. The results can be presented in a variety of graphical forms, stratified by
synoptic type and available the next day if required. Baseline statistics arebeing acquired for comparison
with the new forecast schemedescribed below.
To improve the realism of the short-period forecasts produced by advecting radar and satellite
precipitation fields, in particular to allow for rotational motion, a scheme has been devised for
FRONTIERS to produce a selection of forecasts by advecting the precipitation areaswith the Mesoscale
25
Model wind field at various heights.The forecaster's role willbe to choosethe best wind-basedforecast
or decide that the current methodof trackingradar echoesshouldbe used. A newworkstationhas been
acquired for this task, which is also powerful enough to allowthe real-timecomputationof rainfall
accumulations.A basic version of the new schemeis under development.
Pr r : C G Collier (MO) Pate: May 1490.
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REP RT T R TEERIN Isom 1hE N THE DR I AL
P LI ATI N F WE THER ADAR
Project A2
ProjectTitle: Orographic rainfall enhancement in North West England from surface and radar
data
Report Period: October 1988 to May 1990
Introduction
This is a project being undertaken by a postgraduate research student, Mr K R Brown, working for a
PhD. It is funded by NERC. Duration October 1988 to September 1991 (3 years).
Progress:
Seven rainfall case study events have been selected on the basis of widespread, heavy rain incident over
the Hameldon Hill weather radar area from a variety of wind directions. This allowsthe assessment of
enhancement position and magnitude.
A comprehensive field programme, including 11additional, strategically placed, tippingbucketraingauges
is in operation (October 1989 - September1990). These data will supplement existing gauge information
to determine frequency and magnitude of orographic enhancement, under various wind directions
throughout the year.
Problems:
Problems have been encountered when selecting the rainfall case studies. Events havebeen selected where
there was widespread rain over the majority of the 75 km radius radar image lastingmore than about 5
hours. Too frequently the radar developed a fault, producing a break in the continuous data record. Such
events were discarded, as were events containing periods of bright band.
FinancialAspects:
Research studentship fully funded by NERC. Some additional support (equipment, computing facilities)
from the University.
Pr
None
Pr r R mi ed : V K Collinge Date: May 1990
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EP T T ER1
PP ATI N F WEA111 ADA
Project A2, A3, A6
Project Title: The use of meteorologicaldata for calibratinga weatherradar used for rainfall
measurementand forecasting
Report Period:
Introduction
Up to May 1990
Research at the University of Lancasterhas been in progresssince January 1988under the following
fundings:
funding agency Ouration principal Investigator Researchstaff
NERC (research grant) April 1986 lames Buxton (up to April 88)
March 1988 Ewan Archibald (from October 88)
NERC/CEC October 1987 V K Collinge plus technician(part-time)
September 1990 Prof P C Young
North West Water May 1988-
March 1989
Progress:
Identificationof anomaliesin HameldonHill data (sectorfrom 2700 to 0050 only). Methodfor
correcting errors developedand implemented.
Time series techniquefor forecastingAF values at calibratingsitesdeveloped.
Influenceof physical/meteorologicalparameterson AssessmentFactorsnowextendedto examine
influenceson radar/raingaugetransformatin.Reportdueshortly.
Study of radar observationsof a major convectivestorm(Halifax, 19th May 1989)completed.
Paper submittedfor publication.
Similar study of convectivestormson 24th May 1989also completed.
Problems
Anomalies in HameldonHill data in sector 005° to 270° needtobe corrected. Poor qualityautographic
charts only slowly being replaced by solid state logger systems.NERC research student has left (for
personal reasons).
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NERC £26,000 (over 2 years) (plus University support for equipment = £10,000 approx)
NERC/CEC £17,000 (over 3 years)
NWW 120,000 (over 1 year)
(Academic staff costs are not included in the above figures)
12 r :
Final report to NERC
- September 1988
Annual reports to CEC
- October 1988/October 1989
Final report to NWW - May 1989
m : V K Collinge Png: May 1990
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ER E ITTEE
W ER D
Project Title: Small catchmentresponsetimes
Report period: April 1989- April 1990
Introduction:
Since the publicationof the UK Flood Studies Report (FSR)in 1975, it has becomeclear that small
catchmentsform the majorityof cases in whichthe FSR methodsare used. However,becauseof a lack
of small permeablecatchmentsin the originaldata set, the FSRis less accuratein-predictingfloodson
such small catchmentsthan on larger ones. This projectaimsto obtain better floodpredictionsby using
weatherradar and waterlevel recorders,withhightemporalaccuracy,toestimatethedelaybetweenstorm
rainfall and resulting peak water levels. The lag times willbe used to derive an improvedrelationship
with catchment characteristics. Fifteen water level recordingsites have been instrumented,having
catchmentareas of between0.8 and 22 km', locatedwithin75km of the weatherradar at Chenies. Sites
to the west and north west of Londonwere selectedand are withinthe 2 km x 2 km grid high definition
data area of the transmitter.
Progress:
The 15 water level recording sites were implementedbetween4 September1989and 6 March 1990and
havebeenoperatingsatisfactorily.Surveysof thosecatchmentshavinganurbanelementhavebeencarried
out. A databasehas been implementedon an IBM-PS2andassociatedsoftwarewritten.The catchment
areas have been digitised. Softwarewhich makesuse of digitisedcatchmentboundariesto computethe
temporalcentroidsof (radar) rainfallhas beenwritten.The intervalat whichwaterleveldataare recorded
is 1 hour during dry weather but reducesto 1 minuteduringevents.
Problerrts:
Two sites experienced initial difficultieswith the pressuretransducersused to detectwater levels.
Financial /meal:
The project is funded by the Ministryof Agriculture, Fisheriesand Food.
Phase 1 Phase 2
1989/90 L49K Under consideration. (Emphasismayshift to more general analysisof small
catchmentflooddata held by IH and cooperatingorganisations).
1990191 f49K
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Phase 1 report due 31 March 1991
Progress report submitted by: D C W Marshall (1-1) Date: May 1990
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I A W ER 12 D
Project No: A3, A6, BI
Project Title: Local calibrationof weatherradar
Report period: January 1988 - June 1989
Introduction:
This project forms a contractwith ThamesWater and also includesstrategicresearchcommissionedby
MAFF and will also be reported to the CEC. The aim is to develop tecthniquesfor combining
telemetering raingaugedata with radar data to obtain a betterestimateof the rainfall field at the current
time.
Progress:
Software to decalibratethe at-site radar data was installedonTW's VAXcomputer in December1988,
a total prototype system for recalibrationdeliveredon I March1989, and followingsystem integration
by TW staff became operationalon 14 March 1989. The recalibrationprocedureis basedon fittingan
extended form of multiquadricsurface to calibrationfactorsdefinedat each 15minute time-frame,and
then applyingthis calibrationsurfaceto the decalibratedradarfieldto obtaina recalibratedrainfallfield.
Analysis of historicaldata for 19 storm events indicatethat theproduct is 22% more accuratethan the
at-sitecalibratedproduct,on average.Operationalconstraintssuggesthatthe actualaverageaccuracywill
improve by between 22 and 13%. The use of a continuoussurface rather than domains and the
procedures independenceof rainfall type also mean that the newproductis free of spatial and temporal
discontinuities. A procedure to estimate the rainfall field fromraingaugedata alone was deliveredto
Thames Water in June 1989:this is tobe usedoperationallytocomplementhe recalibratedradarproduct
and to substitute for it when radar data are unavailable.
Jkoblems:
Timing errors in the archivedraingaugedata have required extensivequalitycontrolof data prior
to analysis (these errors are not present in more recent data).
financialS51=1:
The NRA contract was for1:30Kper annumover two years endingI October 1989.
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RE R ERIN E ELititC1
W ER D Nos: 82. 83
Project Title: Regionaland nationalradar rainfallforecastingsystems
RePon Period: January1988 - May 1990
Introduction:
This project forms a contract with the NRA Thames Region and also includesstrategic research
commissionedby MAFF and will also be reported to the CEC. The aim is to developtechniquesfor
short period, highresolution,rainfallforecasting.Newtechniqueswill becomparedwith the Met. Office
FRONTIERSproduct.
Progress:
An automaticrainfallforecastingprocedurehasbeendevelopedwhichincorporatesremovalof anomalous
values from the radar field. The procedure is basedon a linearadvectionmodel withthe stormdirection
andspeedestimatedby minimizinga root meansquareerror criteriawhenadvectinga previousradarfield
forwards in time to forecast the current radar time-frame;this model is then used to forecast future
rainfall fieldsup to 2 hours ahead. Variantsof this procedure,includingincorporatingaccelerationand
using a zero/one threshold field, have not performedso well. Improved performancerelative to a
'persistence" forecastand an "averagefield" forecasthas beendemonstrated.
Problems:
Shrinkingof the field that can be forecast using the current radar field as the lead time increases is
currentlya problem:this will be overcomeby incorporating5 km data, availablefor a larger area, into
the procedure. The CPU requirementof 14minuteson an IBM4381 is a problemfor the current NRA
operationalVAX 11/750computer.
aincitetspsas:
Preliminarywork wasundertakenas part of the LondonWeatherRadarLocal CalibrationStudy. A new
contractwith NRAThamesRegion, worth £39Kover one year, began on 1 October1989.
Reportprior to October 1989are referencedin the LocalCalibrationof Weather
RadarStudy. (A3, A6, B1).
Progress Report for 1st Steering Committee Meeting on Local Rainfall
Forecastingusing WeatherRadar,4 January 1990,Instituteof Hydrology, 16pp
Progress Report for 2nd Steering Committee Meeting on Local Rainfall
Forecastingusing WeatherRadar, 4 April 1990, Instituteof Hydrology,
24pp.
Progressreport submittedby: R. J. MooreOH) Date: May 1990
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R RE EP RT T NER TEERIN MMITITE N
THE HYDR L I AL APPLI ATI N F WEATHER RADAR
Project
Nos:B5. B7. AS 
B4
ProjectTitle: Real-time forecasting of river flows
Reportingperiod: July 1989 - May 1990
Introduction:
This project form IH's strategic research programme on real-time flow forecasting commissioned by
MAFF and includes the flow forecasting component of the CEC project. Research focusses on developing
improved modelling, updating and input specification techniques. That which relates specifically to radar
includes radar calibration (reported elsewhere), the development of grid-square models for use with radar
data, the use of GIS techniques with radar data for model input specification, the evaluation of radar data
for flow forecasting, and gauge/radar network design implications.
Progress:
A grid-square rainfall-runoff model based on the weather radar grid has been implemented on the River
Wyre catchment. A simple storage conceptualisation of runoff production is used within each grid square
and the isochrone concept used to translate runoff to the basin outlet. The problem of parameterisation
is overcome using the contours and the river network of an Ordnance Survey map to derive times of
travel and to infer storage capacity as a function of slope. Radar data for a one month period has been
used for model testing, and this has allowed continuous soil moisture accounting to be maintained over
this period. Further work is required to comment in detail on the performance of the model.
Problems:
Lack of financial support. The study catchment is known to be badly affected by areas of radar
anomaly.
FinancialAspects:
MAFF commission funding assigned to radar related research (including radar calibration) is £30K pa.
CEC funding is LIM pa for 3 years which includes urban applications and calibration components,
project management, travel, etc.
Reports prepared or due:
CEC Weather Radar and Climatic Hazard 2nd Annual Report, November 1989.
Annual Report to MAFF, February 1990.
Progress report submitted by: R. J. Moore (Ili) Date: May 1990.
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T E N M E Project
E L I F W ER D J•Ios:A6 

ProjectTide: Variationof extremerainfallevents in uplandareas
Reportingperiod: August 1989- May 1990
Introduction:
The project is beingundertakenat the Instituteof Hydrology,commissionedby the Departmentof the
EnvironmentWater Directorate.The studyof spatial and temporal variations in rainfallhas particular
implicationsfor the structuringof designstormsfor reservoir floodestimation.Thisproject exploresthe
combineduse of radar and gaugerainfalldata to developimprovedrepresentationsof areal and temporal
profiles.The 10,000km' study area is centredon the HameldonHill radar station.The first phase of
the project was concerned with spatial variations of extreme rainfalls, focussingparticularly on the
re-assessmentof the areal reduction factors given in the Flood Studies Report. The second phase
commencedin April 1989and is usingraingaugeand radar data to developmore realisticstorm profiles
for upland areas.
Progress:
Experimentalprofileshave been extractedusinga peaksover thresholdapproachforthe shorterdurations
and annual maxima for durationsof greater than one day. Shape characteristicsof observed temporal
profiles are being comparedfor differentdurations, season and return periods. A number of different
methodsof derivingdesignprofilesare being investigated,of whichthe Australian"averagevariability
method"showsmost promise.
Problems:
The radar dataset under analysis is not continuous,consistingonly of selectedheavy rainfall events.
However,resultsobtainedusing the Dee high resolutionraingaugedata suggestthatthis limitationmay
not be too serious.
Financialaspects:
The project is fundedby the DoE ReservoirSafetyCommissionTotal budgetfor PhaseII £77.5K
Stewart, E. J. & Reynard, N.S. (1989)Variabilityof heavy rainfall eventsin NorthWest England:an
analysisof spatialstructure. InternationalSymposiumon HydrologicalApplicationsof WeatherRadar,
Salford, August 1989, lOpp.
Projectextendedin time, Final Reportnow due March 1991.
Pr r mi : E.J. Stewart/D.W. Reed (IH) Date: May1990.
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PROGRE REPORT T NER TEER1N COMMITTEE N THE HYDR L I AL
APPL1 ATI N F WEATHER RADAR
Project B6
Project Title: Weather radar and alarm procedures for flood warning
Report Period: January to June 1990
Introduction
The project is being undertaken by NRA - Thames Region with the aim of improving the detection of
heavy rainfall, in particular convective storms, in and around London. A two stage alarm procedure is
envisaged making use of 2 km radar data from the Chenies installation received by the Region's VAX
11/750 telemetry computer. A stage 1 alarm will initiate automatic interrogatin of the telemetry network
every 15 minutes bringing on-line archives up-to-date. The regional radar recalibration system will be
activated (as described in project A6) as will the operation of flood forecasting models. A stage 2 alarm,
based on locally calibrated radar data, will warn flood duty staff of heavy rainfall approaching
subcatchments in and around London. The feasibility of passing warnings to outside agencies will be
evaluated.
Progress:
Various criteria for the generation of radar data based alarms have been considered. As a prototype it has
been decided to treat a network of 2 km radar cells a pseudo-raingauges. A stage I alarmwill be
generated if a particular grid square registers 7 mm of rain in 1 hour (short-term) or 15 mmin 8 hours
(long-term). The initial network consists of selecting 1 grid square every 10 kms in either direction.
Results of the prototype criteria will determine whether a denser or more sparse network is required and
if the rainfall alarm settings give warnings of sufficient lead time and frequency.
Problems
Work on this project has been shelved for the time beinguntil a necessary staff
vacancy has been filled. Revised timescales are not available at this time.
Insufficient processing power on the Authorities' VAX 11/750 computer is
restricting syst4em enhancements and only priority schemes are being
implemented. The alarm procedure is unlikely to be advanced until an upgraded
computer system is in place.
Financial Aspects
The project will be funded by the NRA - Thames Region making use of a softwareconsultant.
Re re r e:
A report will be prepared at the end of the project.
Pr r ss Re rt s mi ed : C M Haggett, NRA Thames Region Pate: May 1990
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